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Objectives 

•  Refresher on CASL Requirements 
•  CRTC Powers & Enforcement so far 
•  Remaining ambiguities 
•  The Private Right of Action 
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CASL Refresher 

•  Federal legislation 
•  Applies to sending commercial electronic messages & 

installation of computer programs 
•  Also prohibition against unauthorized alteration of 

transmission data 
•  In effect since July 1, 2014 
•  PRA comes into effect July 1, 2017 
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Application 

•  Applies to “commercial electronic messages” (CEMs) 
–  Email and other forms of electronic messaging (sent to an 

electronic address) 
–  Participation in ‘commercial’ activity 

•  Applies to CEMs sent to or from computer located in 
Canada 
–  Exclusion for CEMs reasonably expected to be accessed in 

other jurisdictions (must comply with anti-spam law of that 
jurisdiction) 
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Consent 

•  Express  
–  Opt-in, no pre-checked boxes 

•  Implied  
–  Existing business rel’p, e.g., based on purchase in last 2 yrs 
–  B2B: conspicuous publication or recipient provides address to 

sender; message must be related to business or official 
capacity (see CompuFinder & Blackstone) 

•  Must have evidence for all forms of consent (CRTC has 
taken hard line on this; e.g., Porter, Blackstone).  
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Sending Requirements 

•  Identification information 
–  Name of person sending, mailing address, any of email address, 

web address, phone number 
–  If CEM “sent on behalf of” another person, must identify both 

persons and indicate who is sending on behalf of whom (still 
uncertainty over what it means to “send on behalf of”) 

•  Unsubscribe 
–  Unsubscribe must “be able to be readily performed” 
–  Process “without delay” and max of 10 business days 
–  Porter: if two unsub links provided but only one functions then this 

cannot be “readily performed” 
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Computer Programs 

•  Applies to computer program installed on another person’s 
computer system in the course of commercial activity 

•  Many computer programs excluded: self-installed programs 
(e.g., apps) & programs that come pre-installed 

•  Programs more likely to be subject to CASL: 
–  Bundled software 
–  Updates that are not self-installed: can get consent for future 

updates when program initially installed 
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Computer Programs 

•  If CASL applies then express consent required 
•  Additional notice and consent requirements for specific 

functions that are contrary to reasonable expectations 
–  Collecting PI; interfering with use or control of system; 

changing settings, preferences; interfering with access to data; 
communicating with other systems; installing other programs 
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The Cookie Problem 

•  Computer program: “data representing instructions or statements that, 
when executed in a computer system, causes the computer system to 
perform a function” 

•  Section 10(8) deems consent to exist for various computer programs if 
“reasonable to believe” person consents to installation; e.g., HTML code, 
java scripts, operating systems 

•  Cookies also included in this section because some stakeholders claimed 
that the definiton would include cookies  

•  Section 10(8) implies that a cookie is a computer program 
•  2014: CRTC indicated that they would interpret this section broadly (i.e., 

cookies are ‘programs’) 
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CRTC Enforcement 

•  Four undertakings: 
–  Plenty of Fish: overly complicated unsubscribe ($48k) 
–  Porter: no records of consent, incomplete contact info, unsubscribe not readily 

available ($150k) 
–  Rogers: faulty unsubscribe ($200k) 
–  Kellogg: no consent ($60k) 

•  Two Administrative Monetary Penalties for ‘professional training’ 
companies 

–  CompuFinder: many CEMs sent without consent ($1.1 million) 
–  Blackstone Learning: Several violations, including sending without consent 

($50k) 
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CASL Ambiguities 

•  Cookies (what is ‘reasonable’?) 
•  Transactional & relational messages deemed CEMs due to section 6(6) 
•  What it means for one person to send ‘on behalf of’ another & who needs 

to be identified as a result 
•  Scope of implied consent, and whether this allows sending of 3rd party 

content 
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Private Right of Action 

•  Currently scheduled to come into effect July 1, 2017 
•  Allows any person affected by violation of CASL (and some provisions of 

Competition Act and PIPEDA) to bring an application 
•  Court can award compensation for actual loss/damages, as well as 

statutory damages 
–  $200/violation of anti-spam requirements 
–  $1 million/violation for all other violations, e.g. computer programs, cookies 

•  Court must consider various factors (e.g., purpose of order, nature and 
scope of violation, history of violations, financial benefits, ability to pay, 
etc.) 

•  Directors and officers directly liable; employers vicariously liable 
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Private Right of Action 

•  Due diligence defense 
•  Also, court cannot consider application if subject of notice of violation or 

undertaking with CRTC 
•  Retroactivity seems unlikely, but cannot be sure 
•  ESPC is attempting to influence ISED to delay PRA in light of various CASL 

ambiguities and uncertainty due to statutory damages 
•  Would like to see PRA delayed at least until parliamentary review of CASL, 

which is supposed to begin July 1, 2017, but likely later 
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